Introduction
In recent years, the concept of double-negative (DNG) media has achieved remarkable importance due to the exhibition of their unusual properties different from any known media, in some microwave, millimetre-wave, and optical frequency bands. These are the hand made structures that can be designed to show specific electromagnetic properties not commonly found in nature. The DNG material is, by definition, a composite material in which both the permittivity and the permeability are simultaneously negative in a frequency band whose electromagnetic features are distinct from the conventional materials and constructed artificially. Negative permittivity could be realized by periodic rods and negative permeability by split-rings, over a certain frequency band. In addition, the available electromagnetic response of naturally occurring materials is limited. The DNG materials have not the same limitations as real materials. Thus, they can be used to extend the material response and to give flexibility in the design process. The DNG medium was firstly proposed by Veselago in 1968 [1] . Such medium is theoretically characterized in his study and the propagation of plane electromagnetic waves in hypothetical lossless DNG material is analyzed. Then, Pendry and his group presented their studies in 1996 [2] on the artificial metallic construction which shows negative permittivity and in 1999 [3] on the split rings which show negative permeability. The construction of the DNG material was realized using the combination of the split rings and wires in 2000 by Smith and his group [4] , more than three decades after the Veselago's study. They did many microwave experiments to point out that the nature of this material is unlike any existing material. In 2001, Shelby and his group performed the first experimental investigation of the negative refraction on the DNG materials at microwave frequencies [5] . The results of this experiment done for the negative refraction are criticized by Valanju et al. in 2002 [6] . They stated that negative refraction is impossible for any real physical signal within the finite bandwidth. This statement was found incorrect by Pendry and Smith in 2003 [7] . Kong studied the electromagnetic wave interaction with stratified DNG isotropic media [8] . He investigated the reflection and transmission analysis, field solution of guided waves, and linear and dipole antennas in stratified DNG media in detail. The history of the DNG materials and the discussion on some of their electromagnetic properties are presented by Engheta in 2003 [9] . Discussion of some ideas for its potential future applications, physical remarks, and intuitive justifications were also provided in his presentation. Chew examined some reflection on the DNG material in 2005 [10] . The energy conservation property of a DNG material and the realistic Sommerfeld problem of a point source over a DNG material half space and a DNG slab are analyzed in Ref. 10 . The reflected and transmitted powers due to the interaction of electromagnetic waves with a double-negative slab were presented by Sabah et al. in 2006 [11,12] . The transfer matrix method was used in the analysis to find the formulations in closed form for the lossless case. Also, the effects of the structure parameters, incidence angle and the frequency on the reflected and transmitted powers for the lossless double-negative slab were analyzed numerically.
Due to the fabrication technologies, the DNG materials are widely used in the apparatus, such as filters, absorbers, lens, microwave components and antennas, etc. Furthermore, many researchers continue to study the DNG materials and their potential applications [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In this study, we demonstrate the theoretical and analytical investigations of electromagnetic wave propagation through a frequency-dispersive and lossy double-negative slab (DNS) embedded between two semi-infinite media. We construct a DNS between two different dielectric media with an incident electric field of the perpendicular polarization which reflects, propagates within the structure and transmits from the boundary. After examining the electric and magnetic fields using Maxwell's equations both inside and outside the DNS, we can determine the reflected, transmitted and loss powers to observe their characteristics. Although the wave interaction with multilayer DNG media is studied in literature, the powers and their variations for the frequency-dispersive and lossy DNS have not been investigated in all its details. Thus, the behaviour of the powers for TE and TM waves against the incidence angle, the frequency and the slab thickness is computed and presented in numerical results with the emphasis on the damping frequency.
Theoretical analysis
The configuration of the problem considered in this paper for the DNS comprised of two dielectric media is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Region I (z £ 0) and Region III (z ³ d) are filled with the lossless dielectric media which have the simultaneously positive permittivity and permeability. In turn, Region II (0 £ z £ d) is filled with the frequencydispersive and lossy DNS which has the complex permittivity and permeability. A perpendicularly polarized electric field with the wave number k i is incident on a DNS of the thickness d at the incidence angle è i . In the analysis, exp( ) j t w time dependence is assumed and suppressed throughout this work.
Referring to Fig. 1 , the incident electric field with the perpendicular polarization (TE wave) can be written as follows
where E i is the magnitude of the incident electric field,
are the x-and z-components of the wave number k k
, and a y is the unit Cartesian vector. According to the incident electric field given in Eq. (1), the total electric fields in all regions can be expressed as
where k s and k t are the wave numbers, R is the reflection coefficient, A and B are the amplitudes of the electric fields in the DNS, and T is the transmission coefficient. Note that, the subscripts i, s, and t refer to the incident, slab and transmitted medium, respectively. Also, the subscripts x and z represent the x-and z-components of the related wave numbers, respectively. These components for Region II (frequency-dispersive and lossy DNS) and Region III (transmitted region) are given by
where ì s (ì t ) and å s (å t ) are the permeability and permittivity of the DNS (transmitted medium). Note that, Eq. (5) is known as Snell's law which gives the relation among the x-components of the wave numbers. In addition, the complex wave number of the DNS can be written as 
which is the common knowledge assumed in many studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Furthermore, in this work, the DNS is considered to be the Lorentz [5] and Drude [21, 22] medium which have simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability in a certain frequency band. The permittivity and permeability are given for the Lorentz medium model as 
where f eo is the electronic resonance frequency, f ep is the electronic plasma frequency, Ã e is the electronic damping frequency, f mo is the magnetic resonance frequency, f mp is the magnetic plasma frequency, and Ã m is the magnetic damping frequency. When f eo = f mo = 0, the Lorentz medium model turns to the Drude medium model as
Now, imposing the boundary conditions at the interfaces the reflection and transmission coefficients mentioned in Eqs. (2) and (4) 
where for TE waves
and for TM waves
Then, the z-component of the incident, reflected, and transmitted powers can be represented as follows
and P k TE tz tz
If the incident electric field is normalized to unity, the conservation of the power yields
Note that, the power vector is in the opposite direction to the wave vector k and the phase velocity. The vectors E, H, and k form a left-handed system. In this system, the power propagates in the opposite direction of k. Thus, the plane wave with the wave vector k in the DNG medium is a backward wave.
Numerical results
We have carried out the computations of the powers for TE and TM waves as a function of the incidence angle, the frequency and the slab thickness, using the results obtained in Sec. 2. As a first method, to verify the computations, the conservation of power given in Eq. (19) is satisfied for all examples. As a second method, a transmission line equivalent model is obtained for the structure given in Fig. 1 [23] . Both methods give the same numerical values for all computations. Thus, the results are verified by means of two methods.
Numerical example for the Lorentz medium model as a frequency-dispersive and lossy DNS
The reflected P r , transmitted P t , and loss P loss powers for the Lorentz medium model are calculated as a function of the incidence angle, the frequency and the slab thickness for changing values of the damping frequency. In the calculation, the DNS is described by using the Lorentz medium model in which the permittivity and permeability of the medium are given in Eqs. (9) and (10). In the calculations, the following parameters are used as in Refs. 5 and 22, f mp = 13.0 GHz, f mo = 8.0 GHz, f ep = 12.80 GHz, and f eo = 10.30 GHz. The electronic damping frequency and the magnetic damping frequency are selected to be equal each other, Ã e = Ã m = Ã. The design frequency is assumed to become f o = 11.5 GHz. The design frequency was chosen by an arbitrary decision, but it must be in the frequency band where the permittivity and the permeability of the DNS are both simultaneously negative. Region I and Region II given in Fig. 1 are assumed to be lossless and the permeabilities of them are equal to the permeability of the free space, ì i = ì t = ì o . The relative permittivities of them are 1.0 (freespace) and 16.0 (Germanium), respectively. The slab thickness is assumed to be one half-wavelength long at the design frequency f o . Figures 2 and 3 show the reflected P r , transmitted P t , and loss P loss powers for TE and TM waves, respectively, as a function of the incidence angle. We can see that the reflected power slowly decreases up to 34°for TE wave and up to 39°for TM wave. After this angle, it increases consistently with the incidence angle for both waves. The transmitted power remains almost constant up to the mentioned angles and after that it decreases for both waves. The loss power increases between 0°and 40°, reaches its maximum values between 40°and 45°and after that it decreases consistently for TE wave. The loss power for TM wave shows similar characteristic as in TE wave. Note that, as the damping frequency Ã increases, the initial values of the reflected and transmitted powers decrease. But, for the loss power, the initial value increases with the increasing values of the damping frequency. In addition, the low loss condition is happened when Ã = 100 MHz, due to the loss power has small values. This means that the real part of the permittivity and the permeability of the DNS are much greater than the imaginary part of them. This implies the real part of the complex wave number given in Eq. (8) is also much greater than the imaginary part of it.
Figures 4 and 5 depict the frequency variation of the reflected, transmitted, and loss powers at the incidence angle of 30°when the damping frequency changes. The frequency is changed between 10.31 GHz and 12.79 GHz, because the simultaneously negative permittivity and permeability can be realized in this range, according to Eqs. (9) and (10) . This range can be expanded and/or narrowed by using different resonance, plasma, and damping frequencies that is used in this computation. It can be seen that, from Figs. 4 and 5, P r , P t , and P loss for TE and TM waves have a nonlinear characteristic and variable properties when the frequency changes. They show increasing, decreasing and oscillatory behaviours in different frequency ranges. The oscillatory decreasing and increasing features of them can be seen easily. One interesting property is that P r shows the oscillation characteristic like one-dimensional Fabry-Perot slab oscillation below~11.5 GHz and it increases rapidly and approaches to unity after~11.5 GHz when the damping frequency decreases. Thus, it is said that the frequency response of the powers has a non-fixed characteristic in the Lorentz medium model as a frequencydispersive and lossy DNS. 
Numerical example for the Drude medium model as a frequency-dispersive and lossy DNS
In this section, the Drude medium model as a DNS is used to compute the reflected P r , transmitted P t , and loss P loss powers versus the incidence angle, the frequency and the slab thickness when the damping frequency changes. The permittivity and permeability of the Drude medium model are calculated using Eqs. (11) and (12) . In our calculations, f mp = 10.95 GHz and f ep = 14.50 GHz are used as in Refs. 3 and 5. The electronic and magnetic damping frequencies are selected to be equal each other. The design frequency is assumed to become f o = 6.0 GHz. The slab thickness is again assumed to be one half-wavelength long at the design frequency f o in which the permittivity and the permeability of the DNS are both simultaneously negative. The permeabilities and the relative permittivities of Region I and Region II are the same with the Lorentz medium model. Figures 8 and 9 point out the reflected, transmitted, and loss powers versus the incidence angle for TE and TM waves, respectively. The reflected power is monotonically increasing with the angle of incidence for TE and TM waves. However, the transmitted and loss powers for both and 11(c), P loss for TE and TM waves shows an oscillatory decreasing behaviour. Thus, it can be said that, the powers generally have oscillatory characteristics in the Drude medium model which is used as a frequency-dispersive and lossy DNS for the given configuration. for this arrangement like an oscillatory function for all damping frequency values. P t for both waves has an almost periodically decline characteristic when Ã = 100 MHz. It shows an oscillatory decreasing behaviour when Ã = 500 MHz and Ã = 1 GHz. On the other hand, P loss for both waves shows an oscillatory increasing behaviour with the increasing values of the damping frequency. It can be seen that, from the numerical results, the incidence angle, the frequency and the slab thickness responses of the powers for TE and TM waves are nearly similar and there are small differences for our configurations when the damping frequency changes.
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